US Tool offers a variety of specialized in house product and service solutions to bring additional value to our customers. These value added solutions include:

**FOAM CUTTING/LASER ETCHING:**
US Tool provides turnkey and custom solutions that include laser-etched tools, foam cut drawers and customer prescribed drawer layouts.

**CUSTOM MACHINED PARTS:**
US Tool provides an in house capability to produce machine parts, power tool parts and other jig and fixture components. This service is especially valuable in emergency situations when a quick turnaround on small quantities is needed.

**CUTTING TOOL INSPECTION:**
US Tool provides final inspection services to ensure that cutting tools manufactured by other suppliers are built to the customer’s specifications, allowing those tools to be delivered directly to the production line with no further inspection required by the customer.

**POWER TOOL REPAIR:**
US Tool offers a complete repair and refurbishment capability for virtually any make and model power tool from the simplest end grinder to complicated peck feed drills for the aerospace industry.

**SPECIAL CUTTING TOOL MANUFACTURING:**
US Tool provides special tool manufacturing services for threaded shank and other adapted tools, double margin step drills and other HSS and carbide cutting tools built to our customer’s specifications.

**MICROSTOP COUNTERSINK CAGE REPAIR:**
US Tool will collect and sort by size and manufacturer, disassemble and inspect for damage and operability, clean and replace internal worn components (including bearings, bushings, and lubrication). The refurbished microstop cages are returned to service at a fraction of the cost of a new cage.

**KITTING:**
US Tool provides customer specific kitting capabilities to support assembly, production and aftermarket kits for tools and parts. Whether in custom fitted reusable boxes, shrink-wrapped boxes or other innovative packages, US Tool can meet almost any customer requirement.

---

TOOL HOLDER REPAIR:
US Tool can repair damaged or worn tool holders for a fraction of the cost of a new holder. This service includes single tool and indexable holders of any size.

GAGE CALIBRATION MANAGEMENT:
US Tool’s AutoCrib software provides an outstanding gage management module to allow us to manage a customer’s gages or other durable tools and forward to the approved customer source for calibration.

TEMPORARY AIRCRAFT FASTENER REPAIR:
US Tool offers a complete cleaning and management program for aircraft temporary fasteners. This unique service returns expensive fasteners to like new condition at a fraction of the cost of new fasteners.

CARBIDE/HSS TOOL RECYCLING:
US Tool provides recycling services for Carbide and HSS cutting tools, wear parts and machining sludge. Simply collect the scrap, return to US Tool and we will process the material and pay you based on the current market cost per pound for each material weight received.

HISTORY/CAPABILITIES
Founded in 1958, US Tool is an innovative supplier of industrial products and services. Beyond Value Added Solutions, US Tool also provides:

- Integrated Supply Chain Management
- Cutting Tool Reconditioning
- Automated Dispensing Systems

LOCATIONS
US Tool is based in Farmington, MO where we operate a Corporate Office and Manufacturing Center of over 250,000 square feet. US Tool employs over 800 professionals across the U.S. as well as in Canada and Mexico. US Tool is a privately held (family owned) company.

In addition to our headquarters in Missouri, US Tool currently maintains Operations Centers in the following locations:

- Cincinnati OH
- Dallas/Fort Worth, TX
- Los Angeles, CA
- Manchester, NH
- Mobile, AL
- Montreal, Quebec, Canada
- Newport News, VA
- Palmdale, CA
- Savannah, GA
- Wichita, KS

OUR MISSION:
To be the most TRUSTED provider of Cutting Tool Services and Manufacturing Supplies in the INDUSTRY.